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Vessel density map released 

in March 2018
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New vessel density map 

from EMSA on the way
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EUMOFA data now available 

with details on fish size and 

presentation
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MPAs now broken down by 

category
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MPAs now broken down by 

category
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Other highlights

New features implemented for the viewer: setting layer transparency, printing 
maps, searching, and exporting tabular data by drawing a rectangle on the map

KIS-ORCA dataset on cables removed at the request of the provider

New datasets on the way: urban wastewater treatment facilities and discharge 
points (not yet online), MSFD reporting units. Work has commenced on creating 
new datasets such as fishing effort by FAO area, and military zones.



C2Wind: Danish company that aims to reduce the cost of 
energy associated with offshore wind power by providing a 
holistic approach to the design of offshore wind turbines. 

Cathie Associates: an international geoscience and 
geotechnical engineering consultancy providing bespoke 
and objective solutions to the offshore and near-shore oil, 
gas and renewable energy industries. 

Biosfera XXI: small Spanish company focusing on 
environmental planning, assessment and risk to national 
and international projects.
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New use cases published



Current availability of data/data products beyond European waters in your 
specific portal: cables (Africa, Asia), state of bathing waters (Albania, 
Montenegro), fish catches, fish sale (Norway), hydrocarbon extraction 
(Russia, Ukraine, Lybia, Norway), main ports (Norway, Turkey), nuclear power 
plants (Turkey), wind farms (Norway), vessel density (Africa, Russia)

Current interactions with projects, initiatives, wider stakeholders beyond 
Europe? Ongoing dialogue with the Black Sea Commission

Current compatibility of your EMODnet web services with other regions 
outside Europe and international initiatives? Web-services are OGC-
compliant.

Future plans for your portal in a global context (e.g. interactions, data 
availability, product development or testing). None at the moment.
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EMODnet for Global



www.emodnet.eu


